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Abstract 

The Achilles tendon (AT) may experience changes in dimensions related to fluid flow under 

load. The extent to which fluid flow involves redistribution within or flow out of the tendon 

is not known and could be determined by investigating volume changes. This study aimed to 

synthesize data on immediate and long-term effects of loading on tendon volume among 

people with a healthy AT and midportion Achilles tendinopathy (MAT). A secondary aim 

was to synthesise data from the included studies investigating parallel change in cross-

sectional area and length. Systematic electronic search was performed in MEDLINE, 

EMBASE, CINAHL, AMED, and Scopus from inception until May 2020. Standardized mean 

differences (SMDs) were calculated for intervention-induced changes from baseline for all 

outcomes. Methodological quality was assessed using modified version of Newcastle Ottawa 

Scale (NOS). Twelve studies were included in meta-analysis. For healthy AT, there were 

negligible to small changes in volume following cross-country running (-0.33 [95% CI=-1.11 

to 0.45] (P=0.41)) and isometric exercise (0.01 [95% CI= -0.54 to 0.55] (P=0.98)) and a large 

increase at the short-term with 12-week isometric protocol (0.88 [95% CI= -0.10 to1.86] 

(P=0.08)). For MAT, there was an immediate large reduction in volume with isometric 

exercise (-1.24 [95% CI= -1.93 to -0.55] (P=0.0004)), small increase with eccentric exercise 

(0.41 [95% CI= -0.18 to 1.01](P=0.18)) and small reduction at the short-term with long-term 

interventions (-0.46 [95% CI= -0.87 to -0.05] (P=0.03)). This meta-analysis suggests that 

healthy AT remain isovolumetric with acute interventions while MAT exhibit immediate and 

short-term volume reductions in response to different interventions.

 

Keywords: Achilles tendon, Tendon volume, Fluid flow, Mechanical load. 
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Abbreviations: 

AT: Achilles Tendon

MAT: Midportion Achilles Tendinopathy 

CSA: Cross Sectional Area

3DUS: Three dimensional Ultrasound

MRI: Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
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1. Introduction

The Achilles tendon (AT) is a compliant structure that exhibits viscoelastic behavior when 

mechanically loaded (Butler, 1997, Kjær, 2004, Han et al., 2000). The AT is composed of 

collagen fibers that are organized in a hierarchical pattern and immersed within a hydrophilic 

extracellular matrix (Kjær, 2004, Screen et al., 2015). This unique structure promotes 

elasticity and allows the AT to tolerate substantial forces during load-bearing activities (Finni 

et al., 2000, Lichtwark and Wilson, 2005). Repetitive loading of the AT during high impact 

physical activities (i.e. running and jumping) may lead to injury (referred to as tendinopathy) 

if the potential of the tendon to adapt to load is exceeded (Magnusson and Kjaer, 2019). 

Midportion Achilles tendinopathy (MAT) is a common sport-related disorder characterized 

by often long-lasting localized tendon pain and disability in tendon loading activities. 

Although MAT is often managed with progressive tendon loading over several weeks 

(Malliaras et al., 2013), the evidence shows limited tissue recovery and adaptation (Drew et 

al., 2014, Farnqvist et al., 2019). 

 

Tendon is a viscoelastic tissue meaning that adaptation is time-dependent (Pearson et al., 

2007). Tendon viscoelasticity results from the interaction between tendon fluid and solid 

matrix components (Wall et al., 2016, Docking, 2013, Kjær, 2004). It is known that there is 

transient fluid movement (fluid flow) with loading and this may influence matrix remodeling 

and tendon adaptation at a cellular level (Butler, 1997, Hannafin, 1994, Han et al., 2000). In 

vitro studies show that static and cyclic tensile loading induced reduction in fluid content due 

to fluid flow from the tendon core to the periphery (exudation) which was associated with 

multiple metabolic and biochemical reactions (i.e. release of inflammatory signals, synthesis 

of matrix proteins, and inhibition of collagenase mRNA) (Butler, 1997, Wall et al., 2016, 

Docking, 2013, Hannafin, 1994, Lavagnino et al., 2003).  
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There is also a relationship between the amount of tendon fluid and the viscoelastic properties 

within a tendon (Atkinson et al., 1997, Haut, 1997). In this regard, Haut (1997) found that 

sufficiently hydrated tendons display greater stiffening under high tensile loading rates 

compared to tendons with less fluid content. This mechanical response that is referred to as 

hydraulic stiffening is known to provide protection from load-induced damage in viscoelastic 

tissues (Haut, 1997, Kafka, 1993). However, repetitive loading may cause transient fluid flow 

that would reduce hydraulic stiffening and increase tissue strain (Butler, 1997, Hannafin, 

1994, Lozano et al., 2019, Haut, 1997). This may occur in certain regions of the tendon in the 

case of fluid redistribution within the tendon, or throughout the tendon if there is exudation. 

One recent review identified evidence for a transient reduction in tendon cross-sectional area 

(CSA) and stiffness in response to acute loading in humans (Obst et al., 2013). However, at 

the time of this review, there was limited evidence for adaptation in volume immediately 

following loading and only one included study investigated this outcome (Shalabi et al., 

2004a). This is a limitation because CSA change may indicate transient fluid redistribution as 

opposed to fluid exudation. The distinction is important because tendon mechanical effects of 

each may be different. With redistribution, it may be possible that some portions of the 

tendon become stiffer (those with more fluid) and others less stiff (those with less fluid), 

exposing the less hydrated regions to injury.

In contrast to the immediate response, there is evidence from a systematic review that tendon 

CSA increases in response to chronic load in humans (Wiesinger et al., 2015). An increase in 

CSA is likely related to changes in fibril diameter, fibril density, collagen, and proteoglycans 

content (Magnusson and Kjaer, 2003, Magnusson and Kjaer, 2019). It is plausible that 

frequent episodes of transient fluid flow in response to loading stimulates matrix remodeling 
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and eventually leads to an increase in CSA. Whether volume changes in parallel to CSA is 

not clear. The difference with volume is that it indicates whether adaptation is occurring 

globally in the tendon or in specific regions.

Given the key role of tendon fluid in determining tendon mechanics, it seems important to 

understand how tendon volume may change immediately after loading and to long-term 

loading. This morphological adaptation might be altered in tendinopathy. Looking at volume 

may improve our understanding of how tendons (healthy vs pathological) adapt 

morphologically to acute and long-term loading. Therefore, this study aimed to synthesize 

data on the immediate and long-term effects of mechanical loading on free AT volume 

among people with healthy tendons and MAT. Within-group changes in volume, as well as 

between-group comparisons in volume change between symptomatic and asymptomatic AT, 

were considered. A secondary aim was to synthesize data from the included studies 

investigating the parallel change in CSA and tendon length.

2. Methods

2.1 Data sources and search

The review was reported in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic 

Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) (Moher et al., 2009) and was registered with the 

International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO; reference 

CRD42020146733). Two reviewers (E.M, M.O) performed an independent literature search 

for studies examining the effect of mechanical load on AT volume among healthy people or 

people with MAT. Searches were conducted in the following databases: MEDLINE (Ovid), 

EMBASE (Ovid), CINAHL (via EBSCOHost), AMED (Ovid), Scopus and Google scholar 
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from inception to May 2020. Gray literature was also searched via OpenGray using the terms 

‘Achilles tendinopathy’ [condition] and ‘mechanical load’ [intervention] in September 2019. 

The search strategies for all databases are shown in Appendix 1. 

2.2        Criteria for considering studies for this review

2.2.1. Types of studies

Any study design that allowed prospective investigation of change in AT volume within the 

cohort of interest (healthy or MAT) or comparison of change between these cohorts were 

considered. This included randomised trials, cohort studies (single cohort and cohort studies 

that included healthy and control participants), and case series. Case studies were excluded. 

 

2.2.2. Types of participants

Studies that included healthy or MAT participants (or both) were considered. Healthy 

participants had to be free of current or prior Achilles tendon pain or pathology. We accepted 

any study that labelled participants as having MAT. 

2.2.3. Types of interventions

Studies including any type of mechanical loading (i.e. acute bout of loading or long-term 

interventions) including isotonic, isometric, stretching, and ballistic type loading such as 

hopping, running, and jumping. There was no minimum intensity or volume of loading. 

2.2.4. Type of outcomes

Studies that investigated the change in AT volume pre and immediately post-intervention or 

during contraction were considered. Data for change in volume over other timepoints was 

also extracted. Tendon volume could be measured by either freehand 3-dimensional 
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ultrasound (3DUS) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Studies that measured volume 

from the calcaneal insertion of the tendon and at least up to the soleus muscle-tendon 

junctions or higher were included. Although it was not a selection criterion, tendon CSA and 

length were extracted if reported. The outcome times of interest were immediate changes 

(immediately post-loading within 10 minutes or during contraction) and changes beyond this 

period (defined as short-term up to 6 months and long-term >6 months). 

2.3.  Selection of studies

The two reviewers independently screened studies in the search yield.  Titles and abstracts 

were initially screened based on eligibility criteria, followed by a full-text screen of studies 

that appeared to be eligible or eligibility could not be determined after the title and abstract 

screen. The reference lists of included studies were manually checked for any relevant 

studies. Forward searches were performed in Google Scholar for studies that had cited studies 

that were included. Discrepancies between the two reviewers at any stage were resolved via 

discussion or by consulting a third reviewer (P.M). 

2.4.  Data extraction  

To minimize bias, two reviewers separately extracted data from the included studies using a 

piloted data extraction form. Data extracted included the study design, sample size, 

description of participants (demographic, injury data such as duration and severity), exercise 

intervention (contraction type, sets, repetitions or hold time, rest times, intensity), comparison 

intervention (if applicable), outcome measure (s) of interest [as described above] and 

measurement methods, region of interest in the tendon (free AT, proximal or whole tendon) 

and pre- and post-intervention data for all outcome measures. 
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2.5.  Methodological quality assessment

The two reviewers independently assessed the methodological quality of the included studies 

using a modified version of the Newcastle Ottawa Scale (NOS). This version has been 

developed to assess the methodological quality for any observational study design and has 

been used in previous systematic reviews (Bawor et al., 2015, Martinez-Calderon et al., 

2018). The tool includes four main domains of quality assessment including selection bias, 

performance bias, detection bias, and information bias (Martinez-Calderon et al., 2018). The 

four domains include a total of seven items and agreed decision rules were developed for 

each item (table. 2). The reviewers graded each item as definitely yes=3, mostly yes=2, 

mostly no= 1, and definitely no=0 according to the provided information in each article. 

Therefore, the maximum score for each study would be 21 points. Any disagreement between 

reviewers was discussed and if needed the third reviewer (P.M) was consulted. 

2.6.  Measures of treatment effect

Review Manager [(RevMan) [Computer program]. Version 5.3. Copenhagen: The Nordic 

Cochrane Centre, The Cochrane Collaboration, (2014)], was used to calculate measures of 

treatment effect. Standardised mean difference (SMD) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) 

were calculated for continuous outcomes that were measured on different scales or mean 

difference (MD) if the scale was the same. The SMD of 0.2 represents a “small” effect, an 

SMD of 0.5 represents a “moderate” effect, and an SMD of 0.8 represents a “large” effect 

(Cohen, 1988). For any missing data (means and standard deviations), study authors were 

contacted via email twice within one month. Where no reply received from contacted authors, 

standard deviations (SD) were calculated from standard error (SE), 95% CI or P-value, or the 

median used to estimate the mean and SD calculated from the IQR range (SD=width of 
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IQR/35). In cases where the required data was not available qualitative synthesis was 

undertaken.  

2.7.  Data synthesis

Effect estimates from studies with similar characteristics (e.g. participants, outcomes 

[volume, CSA or length], and type of intervention) were pooled using Revman software. 

Within-group data were pooled separately for each group (healthy and MAT) and between 

groups comparison data (symptomatic and asymptomatic) if available. We pooled data from 

studies that measured changes in the outcomes either during a contraction or immediately 

following it because no change in volume is likely to occur between these timepoints. Data 

were also pooled for studies assessing short- and long-term effects due to chronic 

interventions. 

A random-effects model was chosen a priori because clinical and methodological 

heterogeneity (some of which is unreported and unknown) is likely to exist. The Chi-square 

statistic (if p<0.05) and the I2 statistic were utilised to assess statistical heterogeneity among 

studies (Deeks et al., 2011). Values of 0-40% for the I2 statistic are considered not important, 

20-60% represent moderate heterogeneity, 50-90% represent substantial heterogeneity and 

75-100% represent considerable heterogeneity (Deeks et al., 2011).

3. Results

3.1. Search results  
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Electronic database search yielded a total of 3979 studies. After the removal of duplicates, the 

remaining 3707 articles were scanned based on titles and abstracts, and 12 potentially eligible 

studies were identified. After the full-text screening, one study was excluded after 

consultation with the third author (P.M), and one study was further included from manual 

searching of the reference lists of included studies (Kubo et al., 2012) making a final number 

of 12 included studies in the review. The search and study selection is outlined in fig. 1.

3.2.      Participants and interventions characteristics

Table 1 shows the characteristics of participants, severity and duration of MAT symptoms, 

and details of interventions. There were 195 participants included in the review (sample size 

per study ranged from 6 to 25 participants). Seven studies included only male participants 

and the remaining included both genders (M: 58.2% and F: 41.8%). The mean (SD) age for 

participants ranged from 23 to 51 years. Participants in most included studies (8/12, 67%) 

were recreationally active (Grosse et al., 2016, Syha et al., 2014, Shalabi et al., 2004b, 

Tsehaie et al., 2017, Gardin et al., 2010, Kubo et al., 2012, Obst et al., 2014b, Obst et al., 

2015) but many studies did not report activity data (Shalabi et al., 2004a, Nuri et al., 2018, 

Nuri et al., 2017a, Nuri et al., 2017b). 

Among the 12 included studies, six were performed on healthy participants. Five of these 

were single cohort studies and one with a control group of matched untreated participants 

(Kubo et al., 2012). Interventions involved isometric (Nuri et al., 2017a, Obst et al., 2014b), 

eccentric (Obst et al., 2015), strenuous exercise including cross country running and rope 

skipping (Syha et al., 2014, Grosse et al., 2016), and long-term isometric (12 weeks) (Kubo et 

al., 2012). Volume (all studies), CSA, and length (3 studies each) were recorded immediately 
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following the intervention and in one study at the end of the 12-week isometric (Kubo et al., 

2012). 

Six studies included participants diagnosed with MAT. Two had included control groups of 

healthy matched controls (Nuri et al., 2018) and untreated MAT participants (Gardin et al., 

2010). The remaining four were single cohort studies in which the comparator was the 

contralateral side (Shalabi et al., 2004b, Shalabi et al., 2004a, Tsehaie et al., 2017, Nuri et al., 

2017b). One study(Nuri et al., 2017b)  had included participants with unilateral MAT and 

confirmed the absence of pathology in the contralateral side on the basis of clinical 

examination. The three other studies had included participants with either bilateral or 

unilateral MAT and two had confirmed the presence or absence of pathology using MRI 

(Shalabi et al., 2004a, Shalabi et al., 2004b).  Loading including isometric and eccentric and 

volume outcome was recorded at the immediate, short, or long term. The severity of MAT 

was assessed only in two studies (Nuri et al., 2018, Nuri et al., 2017b) using the Victorian 

Institute of Sport Assessment-Achilles questionnaire (VISA-A). The mean (SD) VISA-A for 

the two studies was 54.2 (16.5) [100-point scale, 100 is best] representing moderate to severe 

severity (Robinson et al., 2001).

3.3.     The methodological quality of the included studies

Details of quality assessment are provided in table. 2. The scores for methodological quality 

ranged from 14 to 18, mean (SD) 15.8 (1.19) out of 21. For each item within the tool, the 

mean total scores ranged from 1.25 to 3. Most studies (66%) were downgraded for 

performance bias due to inadequate adjustment for confounders mean (SD) 1.25 (0.6). The 

statistical analysis method was not clearly presented in many studies (75%). However, most 

studies (91%) did not have any missing data and scored high for detection bias 2.9 (0.3). All 
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studies had objectively measured the primary outcome using valid and reliable assessment 

tools and had achieved full scores for items included in the information bias domain. 

3.4. Effects of mechanical loading on tendon volume

The results of the present meta-analysis show that different mechanical loading seems to have 

negligible or small effect on healthy tendon volume. In contrast, pathological tendon volume 

reduced with both acute and long-term interventions.

3.4.1   Immediate effects of mechanical loading in healthy tendons

The pooled SMD shows a small reduction in AT volume (SMD= -0.33 [95% CI=-1.11 to 

0.45] (P=0.41)) among two studies (n=13) investigating cross country running (Syha et al., 

2014). There was negligible change in volume following 15 minutes of rope skipping (SMD= 

-0.15 [95% CI= -1.20 to 0.90] (P=0.78)) (Syha et al., 2014, Grosse et al., 2016) (figure-2). 

There was also negligible change in pooled estimate for volume (SMD= 0.01 [95% CI= -0.54 

to 0.55] (P=0.98)) and length (SMD= 0.09 [95% CI= -0.46 to 0.63](P= 0.75)) (figure-5), and 

a moderate reduction in pooled CSA (SMD= -0.54 [95% CI= -1.10 to 0.02](P=0.06)) (figure-

4) following isometric exercise among two studies (n=26) (Nuri et al., 2017a, Obst et al., 

2014b). There was large reduction in CSA (SMD= -0.94 [95% CI= -1.73 to -0.16] (P=0.02)) 

and negligible change in length (SMD= 0.03 [95% CI= -0.71 to 0.77] (P=0.94)) following 

eccentric exercise (Obst et al., 2015) . Pre-loading volume data were missing from Obst et al. 

(2015) and it was excluded from meta-analysis for volume outcome.  

3.4.2      Short-term effects of mechanical loading in healthy tendons
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There was large increase in volume observed at the endpoint of a 12 week isometric protocol 

(SMD= 0.88 [95% CI= -0.10 to1.86] (P=0.08))(Kubo et al., 2012) (figure-2).

3.4.3     Immediate effects of mechanical loading in midportion tendinopathy

There was a large reduction in pooled SMD of AT volume (SMD= -1.24 [95% CI= -1.93 to -

0.55] (P=0.0004)) (figure-3) and CSA (SMD= -1.01 [95% CI= -1.69 to -0.34] (P=0.003)) 

(figure-4) following acute isometric exercise among two studies (n= 30) (Nuri et al., 2018, 

Nuri et al., 2017b), but small changes in pooled length (SMD= 0.27 [95% CI= -0.36 to 0.89] 

(P=0.40)) (figure-5). There was small to moderate increase in volume following eccentric 

exercise (SMD= 0.41 [95% CI= -0.18 to 1.01](P=0.18))(Shalabi et al., 2004a).

3.4.4     Short-term effects of mechanical loading in midportion tendinopathy

There was small to moderate reduction in pooled SMD of AT volume (SMD= -0.46 [95% 

CI= -0.87 to -0.05] (P=0.03)) following long-term eccentric protocols in two studies (n= 50) 

(Shalabi et al., 2004b, Tsehaie et al., 2017) (figure-3). 

3.4.5      Long-term effects of mechanical loading in midportion tendinopathy

There was a small change in volume (SMD= -0.15 [95% CI= -0.71 to 0.42] (P= 0.61)) at 4 

years following a start point of 12-week eccentric protocol (Gardin et al., 2010) (figure-3). 

3.4.6   Comparison of immediate and short-term change in AT volume among symptomatic 

and asymptomatic tendons 
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Acute isometric and eccentric exercises among three studies (total n=52) resulted in an 

immediate effect of volume (reduction) that favours symptomatic tendons (0.75 [95% CI= -

0.23 to 1.74] (P=0.13)) (Nuri et al., 2018, Shalabi et al., 2004b, Nuri et al., 2017b) (figure-6). 

Likewise, the long-term interventions in two studies (n=50) resulted in a short-term effect of 

volume (reduction) that favours symptomatic tendons (0.43 [95% CI= -0.04 to 0.89] 

(p=0.07)) (Shalabi et al., 2004b, Tsehaie et al., 2017) (figure-6).

4.     Discussion 

This study synthesized data investigating the immediate, short- and long-term changes in AT 

volume in response to different loading interventions among people with healthy tendons and 

MAT. Findings suggest that healthy AT had no significant immediate changes in volume in 

response to different acute interventions and one study suggests an increase in volume in 

response to a 12-week intervention. In contrast, pathological tendons exhibit significant 

immediate and short-term volume reduction in response to different loading interventions. 

There was no evidence to support long-term change in MAT volume but only one study had 

investigated such long-term changes. The direct comparison in immediate and short-term 

volume change between symptomatic and contralateral asymptomatic tendons in response to 

acute and long-term interventions suggest a volume reduction that favors symptomatic 

tendons, however, there was a substantial heterogeneity I2= 75% which may be explained by 

the different loading interventions (i.e. isometric vs eccentric).   These findings should be 

interpreted in the context of study methodological quality. Most studies did not adequately 

control for confounders (e.g. age, gender, history, and type of physical activity) which 

suggests larger studies that control confounders are needed to confirm these findings.

4.1.      Immediate load adaptation in healthy tendons
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The findings of the present meta-analysis show a small or negligible change in healthy AT 

volume in response to strenuous ballistic activities (skipping rope or cross-country running) 

or isometric interventions. This was accompanied by a moderate (but not significant) 

reduction in CSA and negligible tendon elongation in response to isometric interventions 

(Nuri et al., 2017a, Obst et al., 2014b). It is plausible that the small sample sizes (n=6 and 7) 

in the studies investigating changes in volume with cross-country running did not provide 

sufficient statistical power to detect any significant volume change. 

The present study shows that the free AT elongation was negligible in response to acute 

isometric and eccentric interventions. Similarly, a very small change (< 1%) in the free 

tendon length of healthy AT was observed following a 5 km running intervention (Lichtwark 

et al., 2013). Our findings also suggest a moderate but not significant reduction in CSA in 

response to submaximal isometric interventions (n= 26), while eccentric intervention from 

one study (n=14) (Obst et al., 2015) induced a large and significant CSA reduction. 

Inconsistent findings are reported in the literature for the effect of different loading 

interventions including static stretching (5-min) and running (20-min) on tendon CSA 

(Burgess et al., 2009, Neves et al., 2020, Chiu et al., 2016). 

The isovolumetric behavior and the parallel reduction in CSA among healthy tendons in 

response to acute loading likely indicate fluid redistribution without fluid exudation. The 

ability of healthy AT to preserve fluid content with acute loading might be a positive 

response to reduce the amount of mechanical load placed on the solid matrix components and 

to create hydraulic stiffening. A transient stiffening with loading may provide larger 

resistance to tension and protect the tendon from strain-induced injury (Haut, 1997, Kafka, 

1993). Indeed, in a fluid, the stresses which arise from shearing the fluid do not depend on the 
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distance the fluid has been sheared; rather, they depend on how quickly the shearing occurs 

(Pearson et al., 2007). 

Beside the key role of strain load in stimulating cell signaling and maintaining tendon 

integrity (Wall et al., 2016, Benjamin, 2000), fluid redistribution in healthy AT may provide 

additional stimulation for tendon cells (i.e. tenocytes) via fluid flow-induced shear forces 

(Lozano et al., 2019, Butler, 1997, Hannafin, 1994, Archambault et al., 2001). Tenocytes are 

mechanosensitive and connect to each other via the dynamic gap junctions and via integrins 

connections to the matrix (Wall et al., 2016). Integrins and cytoskeleton tension provides a 

homeostatic set point for tenocytes that when altered in response to shear forces may 

stimulate multiple cellular activities that are essential for matrix remodeling (Wall et al., 

2016, Archambault et al., 2001, Lavagnino et al., 2008, Docking, 2013). In this context, 

human investigations utilizing microdialysis technique have shown an immediate increase in 

metabolic and inflammatory activities in the peritendinous space of the AT in response to 

varied type of acute loading interventions (Langberg et al., 2002, Langberg et al., 1999a, 

Langberg et al., 1999b).

4.2.      Immediate load adaptation in MAT

The present meta-analysis shows a large and significant volume reduction in response to 

acute isometric interventions (Nuri et al., 2018, Nuri et al., 2017b) which was coupled with a 

large and significant reduction in CSA and small tendon elongation. It is important to note 

that there was the opposite effect (increased volume) observed in one study investigating 

eccentric contractions (Shalabi et al., 2004a). Nevertheless, utilizing freehand 3DUS (Nuri et 

al., 2018, Nuri et al., 2017b) vs MRI (Shalabi et al., 2004a) to assess immediate volume 

changes with loading may explain the discrepancy in findings. 
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The large reduction in MAT volume in response to acute loading seems to occur as a result of 

the small increase in tendon length that might fail to offset the large and significant reduction 

in CSA (Nuri et al., 2018, Nuri et al., 2017b). This transient response might be attributable to 

the pathological course of tendinopathy.  Particularly, the marked increase of large 

proteoglycans (PGs) (i.e. aggrecan and versican) and glycosaminoglycans in MAT causes 

excessive fluid content and greater positive pressure within the tendon core, which together 

may cause a larger amount of tendon fluid to exudate radially with loading (Parkinson et al., 

2011, Scott et al., 2015, Butler, 1997, Wall et al., 2016, Han et al., 2000). Excessive fluid in 

MAT may shield pathological regions from further tissue insult. Therefore, reduction in fluid 

content with loading may expose these regions to a greater amount of external load, thereby, 

greater local and global strain and ultimately tissue damage. It is well documented in the 

literature that Achilles tendinopathy reduces the stiffness modulus and causes the tendon to 

strain more under a given force compared to unaffected tendons (Obst et al., 2018). 

At the cellular level, reduction in fluid content and the greater resultant load-induced changes 

within pathological regions may activate a pro-inflammatory cellular response and perhaps 

exacerbate the degeneration process (Dakin et al., 2018). However, it is not known yet 

whether fluid exudation in MAT contribute to tendon pathology or is a positive stimulus for 

recovery.  

4.3    Short- and long-term adaptation to load 

There was a large but insignificant short-term increase in healthy tendons volume in response 

to 12-week isometric intervention (n=9)(Kubo et al., 2012). In contrast, there was a moderate 

and significant short-term volume reduction following 12- and 16-week eccentric protocol 

among pathological tendons (n=45) (Shalabi et al., 2004b, Tsehaie et al., 2017). It is plausible 
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that frequent episodes of acute fluid exudation during the training sessions may have reduced 

excessive fluid content associated with tendinopathy and hence reduced tendon volume in the 

long-term.  However, the change in pathological tendon volume at 4 years following a 12-

week eccentric protocol was negligible (n=24)(Gardin et al., 2010). The evidence on volume 

changes with long-term interventions is scarce in the literature and but inconsistent for tendon 

thickness which could be explained by varied type, intensity, and duration of interventions.

4.4 Magnetic resonance imaging versus freehand three-dimensional ultrasound

While both MRI and freehand 3DUS had demonstrated excellent reliability in measuring AT 

volume in humans (Obst et al., 2014a, Shalabi et al., 2005), methodological limitations to 

these imaging modalities may influence the volume estimates. For example, it might be 

difficult to differentiate between tendon CSA and the surrounding paratenon layer with 

ultrasound (Kruse et al., 2017).  Given that the extruded fluid might accumulate within the 

space between the epitenon and paratenon layers (Wellen et al., 2005) inability to 

differentiate between tendon CSA and paratenon may mask volume changes. Although 

excellent soft-tissue contrast can be obtained with MRI (Khan et al., 2003), the partial 

volume effect (i.e. lack of contrast between adjacent tissues on the same voxel and therefore 

possessing a signal average of these tissues) may introduce error to volume measures 

(Ballester et al., 2002).   

5.    Limitations and Future research  

The current meta-analysis has some limitations that should be considered. Only twelve 

studies were included from the search strategy and a few were included in each meta-

analysis. These studies had small sample sizes (range from 6 to 25) which may have limited 

statistical power and the ability to identify a change in volume. The majority of studies 
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included recreationally active male participants (145 M: 41 F) which would limit the 

generalizability of the results to a different population. Given that habitual loading may alter 

tendon structure and may cause region-specific hypertrophy in the long-term, including 

recreationally active participants may have influenced observed tendon adaptive responses 

(Rosager et al., 2002, Magnusson and Kjaer, 2003). According to the inclusion criteria, only 

participants with MAT were considered, therefore the results cannot be extended to 

insertional tendinopathy or other pathologies including paratenonitis. Although indirect 

volume estimates could be obtained from available investigations that assessed CSA and 

length changes in response to loading using MRI (Arampatzis et al., 2010, Bohm et al., 2014, 

Shin et al., 2008), it is worth noting that the chosen slice thickness among some of these 

studies (relatively thicker compared to the included studies) may have affected sensitivity to 

detect CSA changes with loading.

6.    Conclusion

The current study suggests that healthy AT may have distinct volume adaptation compared to 

MAT in response to different loading interventions. The healthy AT seems to remain 

isovolumetric in response to acute interventions, regardless of reductions in CSA as a result 

of fluid redistribution. In contrast, pathological tendons may display a significant reduction in 

volume in response to acute and long-term interventions. 
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Fig. 1. PRISMA flow diagram
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     Fig. 2. Forest plot for the meta-analysis of the immediate and short-term effects of different interventions on healthy 
Achilles tendon volume.

Fig. 3. Forest plot for the meta-analysis of the immediate, short-term and long-term effects of different interventions on 
midportion Achilles tendinopathy volume.
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Fig. 4. Forest plot for the meta-analysis of the immediate changes of cross-sectional area in a) healthy people and, b) people 
with midportion Achilles tendinopathy.

Fig. 5. Forest plot for the meta-analysis of the immediate changes in free Achilles tendon length in a) healthy people and, b) 
people with midportion Achilles tendinopathy.
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Fig. 6. Forest plot for the meta-analysis of the immediate and short-term effect of different interventions on volume among 
symptomatic and asymptomatic Achilles tendon.


